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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the nonlinear boundary value problem 
u,-aAu = -uI+b(u) in[W+xQ 
u, - c Au-d Au = ui+b(u) inlR+xSZ (0.1) 
with the boundary conditions 
au au -=-= 
af7 af7 
0 on [w+ XaSz (0.2) 
and the initial d ta 
u(0, x) = u,(x); u(0, x) = u()(x) in 8. (0.3) 
In (O.l)-(0.3), Q is a smooth bounded omain in Iw” with boundary X?. In 
(0.2), q is the outer normal to X?. The constants a, d, c are such that a> 0, 
d>O, ~20, and c2<4ad, a>d. 
The functon $(s) is continuously differentiable, nonnegative, and satisfies 
lim L log( 1 + $(s)) = 0. (0.4) A-x s 
Systems ofthe type (0.1) with c=O and nonnegative nitial d ta rise, for 
example, asmodels for the diffusion of substances which at the same time 
react with each other chemically (cf. [7, 81). Also (0.1) isrelated tothe 
Rosenzweig-Mac Arthur equation i ecology (cf. [ 11). In the case where 
*(u) =up, an important question, i itially raised byR. H. Martin [43, is 
the existence of global solutions i  C(0) for the initial boundary value 
problem (O.l )-(0.3). 
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This question has been successively studied by N. Alikakos [I ] who 
gave a positive answer when 1 < B d (n + 2)/n and by K. Masuda [ 131 who 
showed that solutions exist globally for every /I 2 1 and, in addition, 
showed that he solutions converge as t goes to + #z#. Recently, A. Haraux 
and A. Youkana [lo] have generalized themethod of K. Masuda to 
handle nonlinearities $(s)atisfying (0.4). Inthe case where c 3 0, systems 
of the type (0.1) occur in many applications (cf. [IS]). 
One can derive systems of the type (0.1) from the usual conservation 
laws together with a kind of generalization of Fick’s law. For example, for 
the phenomenon of diffusion in a medium with two families ofdiffusron 
paths, we have two concentrations u(t, ) and r(t, X) for each of which 
conservations f mass yield 
u, + div F, = -M, I:, + div Fz = M, (0.5) 
where 
F, := -u&i&,; Fz : = - c a u - ii a 11, (0.6) 
and M represents themass transfer from one path to the other. We assume 
that 
M:= Ulc/(l~,, (0.7 1 
It is clear that from (0.5), (0.6), and (0.7) we can deduce (0.1). 
Our aim is to establish theexistence of unique strong global solutions for 
(0.1))(0.3) and to investigate their behaviour ast + + xi. For the study of 
the behaviour of solutions, we treat he equations (0.1) as a dynamical 
system in C(0) x C(0) and apply Liapounov type stability techniques. A 
key ingredient i  his analysis aresult which establishes that he orbits of
the dynamical system are precompact inC(D) x C(n). As a consequence of
Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem, this will be satisfied f the orbits are, for example. 
uniformly bounded in C’(G) x C’(Q) for t > 0. 
The rest of this paper is divided into three sections. Section 1 reviews the 
necessary esults we need on semi-linear volution equations. In Section 2 
we state and prove the main results. Remarks and comments will be in 
Section 3.
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In the following we denote by 
/I .IIP the norm in L”(Q) for 1 ,<pb 03, 
11. //r the norm in C(a), and 
Il.11 ,. , the norm in C’(o). 
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For 1 <p< 00, set 
D,(A)=D,(d)=D(A,)= U:UE w’~r(Q):~=O on &2 
i 
and Au=A,u for UED,(A). 
It is well know (cf., for example, [SJ) that -A is m-accretive in Lp(Q) 
for 1 <p<cc, and eta is analytic in Lp(.Q) for 1 <p < co. Moreover, the 
restriction of -A to C(Q) is m-accretive. 
Let us now recall some definitions. 
Consider the initial v ue problem 
u,(t) = L4t) +f(u(t)L u(O)= uo, UVP) 
where L is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semi-group erLon a real 
Banach space B with norm 11. )I, f:B + R is a given function, a du,, E B is a 
given initial d tum. 
THEOREM 1.1 (cf. [ 33 ). Let T > 0. A function u:[0, T] + B is a weak 
solution of (IVP) on [0, TJ zfand 0nf.v $f(u( .)) EL’(0, T; B) and u satisfies 
the variation of constants formula 
I 
, 
u(t)=eL’u,+ e”‘-“f(u(s))ds 
0 
for all SE [0, Tl. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A function U: [0, T] + B is called a strong solution of 
(IVP) if u(t) is strongly continuously differentiable in the interval 0 < t< T, 
u(t) ED(L) for 0 < t < T, that equation (IVP) is satisfied for0 < t < T and 
u(t)+uo as t+o. 
THEOREM 1.3 (see [15]). Let f: B + B he locally Lipschitz continuous. 
Then for u0 E B, (IVP) has a unique weak solution defined ina maximal 
interval ofexistence [0, T,,,,, , ) T,,, >O, UE C( [0, T,,,); B). Moreover if 
T,,, < co, then 
,fiEax Ilu(t = +a. 
Parabolicity of PDE systems: Parabolicity condition: A system of partial 
differential equ tion fthe form (0.1) is classified as parabolic if the 
coefficient matrix of the highest order derivative is positive. For the system 
(0.1 ),this amounts to the condition 
c2 < 4ad. 
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2. EXISTENCE 
2.1. Local Existence 
We convert (0.1))(0.3) to an abstract first order system in the Banach 
space X= C(Q) x C(Q) of the form 
u’(t)=cru(t)+.F(u(t)). t > 0, 
(2.1) 
u(0) = ug E x. 
In (2.1) u:R+HX 
fl:D,(A)xD,(A)-+X 
with 
and D,(A)= (UE IV2,p(Q) for all p>n, AuEC(Q), &/c7q=O} (cf. [17]). 
It is clear that the map 9 is locally Lipschitz in u in X. For each r>O 
define a linear operator S(t) from X to X 
S(t)(% uo) =
( 
euJtu,, e dA’ 
i 
C’ 
1’” - - 
a - ri 
21,) 
! 
c 
+ - e cr.,, 
a-d 
4 
1 
(2.2, 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. S(t), t> 0 is un analytic semigroup ofthe hounded 
linear operator inX with infinitesimal generator fl. 
Proqf It is well known that he operator 
B: D,(A) x D,(A) + XxX 
with 
Bu(t)= (aAu(t), dAr(t)) 
is the infinitesimal generator fan analytic semigroup in A’. Now to solve 
u’(t) = nu( t), t > 0, 
u,(O) = UCJ E x 
we use the linear t ansformation 
> 
=:(u,M’)=w. 
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We can easily show that (u, w) satisfies th  problem 
uo+ “0 > 
which admits the solution 
w(t) =eE’wo. 
Since eBr is analytic, we can use the inverse operator P- ’ of P to prove that 
S(t), t >0 is an analytic semigroup inX. 
THEOREM 2.1.2. For every initial d ta u. E X, the problem (2.1) admits a
unique strong local solution. 
Proof Theorem 1.3 provides a unique weak solution. Forthe strong 
differentiability, we can use Theorem 5.2 in [ 143. This arises from the fact 
that a is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup and the fact 
that 9 is locally Lipschitz n X. For the global existence we need the fact 
that he solutions arepostive. 
LEMMA 2.1.3. Let u be the solution f(O.l)-(0.3) such that 
u,(t) 2 0, XEQ, 
and 
VO(X) 2 cuo(x)/(a - 4 2 0, XEQ, 
then u( t, x) > 0 and v( t, x) > cu( t, x)/(a - d) > 0. 
Proof (1) We are going to give two simple proofs of this lemma. 
First, let us recall that, from G. Stampacchia [16], if v E H’(Q) then 
v-EH’(SZ) (v- =max(-v,O)) and Vu-= -l,,,~Vv. Now, ifwemultiply 
the first equation f(0.1) bya-, integrate on 52, and use Green’s identity, 
we get 
$ lb-(t)llZ = -2a IlVu-(t)llS - 2 b-(t)* Ilr(v(t))ll 1 
Hence the function t + 11 U- (t)ll z is decreasing. So wehave 
o< Ilu-(t)ll:< Ilu-(o)ll:=o~~- =(A i.e., u 2 0. 
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TO prove that ~‘(0 > cu(f )/(u - d), let us write the integral formula for u(t) 
and r(r): 
u( t ) = e”.“u,, - e”,“’ ‘)u(s) $(u(s)) ds, 
The formulae are permissible because u is a strong solution, hence 
u(t) ED,,(A). By using AU = (l/u) u, + (l/a) u$( u) and an integration by 
parts, we find 
?, (‘ e’/.ur 
1 ” Au(s) ds = cu( [)/(a - d) - ceffJ’u,/(a - d) 0
(’ ’ 
+- i‘ u-d ,,
e‘lA f ‘b(s) $(u(s), ds. 
so 
‘h(s) $(P(s)) ds. 
It is clear that 
c 
c(t)3---- 
a-d 
u(f)>O. 
(2) The second proof is as follows: Consider the equation satisfied by 
I’-&UT 
(a-su),-dA 
(U&-C) 
v-- Ll d > 
=u$(v)(l +c) 
if we choose E= (UC-c))ld, i.e., E=c/(u-d), we obtain, if ~1’~ 1: -
(c/(a - d))u, 
F=o’ 
w(0, x) = 0. 
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Hence by the maximum principle, ~‘3 0 
C 
*ll> - u. 
a-d 
2.2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
First of all, observe that 
To derive a uniform bound of IIv(t)ll r we need the following theorem 
which guarantees that z+(v) E L”(0, T; L”(Q)). 
THEOREM 2.2.1. For any solution u of (O.l )-(0.3) there xist wo positive 
real numbers E and 6, depending only on )IuOll oc such that 
t t+ A(t) =
J 
{ 1 + h(u(t, x)+ u2(t, x))} eEo(‘,\-) dx (2.3) R 
is nonincreasing on 10, T,,,,,[. 
Proof By simple use of Green’s formula wehave 
d 
dtn s
eati dx< - E2d 
I 
eec lVv12 dx+ cc2 
f 
es” [Vvl [Vu1 dx 
R R 
+E 
I 
ull/(v) eerdx 
n 
g fQ (u + u2) eEO dx < I, + ... + I,, 
where 
I, = -2a 
5 eec lVu12 dx; R 
Z2=f E(a+d)(l +2u)e”‘lVul [Vvl dx, 
n 
1, = -EC 
5 
e’” lVu12 dx; 
R 
1, = E2d 
5 
eE”(u + u2) [Vu1 [Vvl dx, 
R 
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and 
&=j [&(U+G)-(1+2u)] uPl+b(r)d.u. 
R 
By CauchyySchwarz’s inequality we get 
and if we set r:= IIuO\l ,~ + Ilu,il?, ; p:= (1 + 2 ~Iu~,~/ <)‘.
Let 6 : = 2ad( a + d)’ fl+ 2accz) ‘. It follows that 
+j {E+~[E(u+u’)-(1 +Zu)]j ue”“rl/(o)d.u. (2.4) 
R 
The integrand on the right-hand side of (2.1) remains nonpositive a.e. on 
10, r,,,[ xQ for any E > 0 such that 
The inequality (2.4) yields 
$ j (1 +6(u+u2))eEVd.x<0 on 1% r,,,I R 
This inequality mplies (2.3) and Theorem (2.2.1) is completely proved. 
Note that A(t) is a Liapounov functional. 
COROLLARY 2.2.2. All solutions f (0.1 b(O.3) with initial d ta satisfyzng 
the conditions of Lemma 2.1.3 are global and uniformlv bounded on 
10, +Kl[ XL?. 
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ProoJ From (0.4) wesee that here exists a constant C” such that 
1 +$(u) <C”e”“‘“, VU>O, (2.5) 
where E = E( I[u,J ,) is chosen as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. As
,4(t) d C”, it follows in particular th t
ICI(U)E ~“(CO, TrnaxC; L”(Q)) 
and therefore qb(u)~L”([O, T, ,[; L”(Q)). Finally, for any 6 >O and 
t E 10, T,,,,, - S[, we have 
u( t+ 6) = e”%(t) +&4( t+ 6) - EedAsu( t) 
+ J j,6 edAs u(t+6-s)+(u(t+6-s))ds, 
where E=c/(a-d) and fl= 1 +d. Let M:= SUP~~~~~,., IIu(t, .)/I,. Then 
using the stimation (1.1) of[9] with E= n/2, we have 
and hence 
IMt+ S)llcc G C(& Il4~Nl,~ Il4~)ll’m) 
Il4t)llm G c for tE CO, T,,,,, C 
which, together with the fact hat Ilu(t) <C for t E [0, T,,,[, implies 
that 
and 
u E CJO, +a; C(B)) 
0 E C,(O, +co; C(Q)). 
Moreover, using the results of [9] we can show in a similar way that 
u E C,(& +a, C’(W)) for any 6>0 
and 
u E C,(6, +a, C’(B)) for any 6 > 0. 
2.3. Behauiour of u(t) and u(t) as t Goes to Infinity 
As a final result, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.3.1. The solution II of the system (O.lk(O.3) converges to 
a constant vector f the form k = (k,, k2) as t -+ +a~, uniformly in 0. 
Furthermore, we have 
k, 20, k,aO, k,tW,)=O, 
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This theorem can be proved in the same way as in [9] but here we are 
going to give another proof. 
First of all et us recall the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.3.2. Let [S(t), t 2 0) be a nonlinear semi-group on a 
compact metrtc space A’. If .Y”E A’, $X0) = 1 S(r) .Y(,- t 3 0) is the orbtt 
through .Y(,, then the ,$.-limit set for sg is defined by
N.(.Y,,) = I.\- EX/there exists f,, + + x such that S(f,,) 9,) -+ .Y 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.3.1 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 23.3. Let u be a solution qf (0.1 ))(0.3). We hate 
(i) SU, jVul’& & < +K., 
(Ii) Jy, IVPI’ & dt < +x. 
Here Q,:= [0, T] x52. 
Proof. First, integrating thefirst equation of (0.1) over Q7 yields 
Ja,Ulj(l’)d.Ydt< + ‘CL’. Multiplying the first equation of (0.1) by u and 
integrating over Qr yields 
Hence SC), IVul d.u dt < +cc. In order to prove (ii), wemultiply the second 
equation of (0.1 ) by L’ and integrate ov r Q7 to obtain 
and using the E-inequality 2ab < &a’ + c(s)h2 with an appropriate E, and (i ). 
we get (ii). 
We are now able to prove the theorem. 
Proof qf Theorem 2.3.1. First, observe that for any t 2 0 we have 
s (u(t, x) + v(t, .Y); d-x =R 1 {u,,(x) + a,(x) ;d-u. (2.6) R 
409,138’2-4 
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To obtain (2.6) wesimply add the equations of (O.l), then integrate ov r 
Q and use Gauss’s theorem to transform theterms d(au), d(cu+du) in 
thz’light of conditions (0.2). 
Integrating he equations of (0.1) over Q, we see first that he function 
TV 1/11;2/ jn u(t, x)dx is decreasing, a d hence goes to a limit ast + +co, 
and second that he function t t-* l/lQ( JR u(t, x) dx is increasing. Using 
(2.6) we get 
1 
l!iE piq s 
u( t, x) dx = I, (2.7) * 
and 
lim -L 1 
ff +a IQ1 
u(t, x) dx= I,. (2.8) ra 
On the other hand, since U,,, {u(t)} and UIaO {u(t)} are precompact in 
C(S), there exists a equence { tn)naO, t, --) +co, such that 
lim u( t,) =24, 
nT +* 
in C(a) (2.9) 
and 
lim o(t,) = u, in C(0). (2.10) 
nt’= 
Now, denote by w(u,, uO) the w-limit set for (u,, L+,) and Y the set of the 
solutions f the lliptic system 
-u Au, = -u,lj(u,) 
-c Au, - ddv, = u,t,b(u,) 
aus -au, -0, 
af7 all 
in Q, (2.11) 
in 52, (2.12) 
(S) 
Observe that Y = {(k,, k )} where k,, k, are two constants; in fact, 
multiplying (2.11) byu, and integrating overQ yields 
s IVu,12dx=O~Vu,=O~u,=k,, R 
Adding the two equations of(S), multiplying theresult by u,, and 
integrating overQ yields 
s ~Vu,l*dx=OA'u,=O~u,=k,. R 
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It is clear that 
k, l)(k’) = 0. (2.13) 
Hereafter, w  are going to show that 
\C(U,, u()) E 9. 
It is clear that u’(u,, u,) #a. Now, VXE L2, CT EJ - 1, l[, and let 
P,,(T a)= 4.5 t, +(T) and q,,(x, 0 1= 0(-T t, + c 1. 
As U,E L’(tO, +x1; L’(Q)) (just multiply the first equation f(0.1) by ~1, 
and integrate), we have V’cr E J- 1, I [ 
It is simple tosee that 
and 
sup 114,2(x. a) - u,ll-, --)0.
-l<fTGl 
Also, we can have 
sup IIVPn(fJ)-V~,/l2+O 
-I<ClGl 
and 
sup IIVq,(a) - Vtl,llz -+ 0.
-I<oCl 
On the other hand, we have 
Odu(x, t,+o)<M, 
0 6 u(X, t, + u) $ N. 
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As $ E C “(R + ), we can conclude, using Lebesgue’s theorem, that 
Pnb 0) ti(qn(x, a))+ webs) in L2(Q x ( - 1, 1)) weak. 
Now, let 5, EC’(a) such that 5, =0 on &2, i= 1,2, and p E C’(D) such 
that supp c [ - 1, +11, 
I 
+1 
p(s) ds= 1, P(l)=P(-l), -I 
If we multiply the first equation f(0.1) by ~(t - t,) <, , the second 
equation f(0.1) byp(t--tn)t2, and integrate ov r (t,-1, t,+ 1)x0, we 
obtain 
t.+ 1
s s [p’(t-f”)~,u-aVuV~,p(f-f”)+ull/(u)5~~(f-f”)]dxdf=0, (“-1 R 
I, + 1 
f f 
[p’(f-f,)~,v-dVvV~,p(f-f,)-cVu.V~,p(f-1,) 
I,--1 R 
- ull/(u) t2p(t - t,)] dx df = 0. 
If we set o=t-ft, we have 
1 s s b’(o) 51(x) PAX, u)--VP,V~I ~(~)-p,lc/(q,) p(a) 511 dxda=O, -1 R 
+’ I f b’(a) <z(x) qnk 0) -dvq, V&da) -1 R 
Now, using Lebesgue’s theorem we have 
+1 
lim s I P’(C) 51(x) ~n(x, 0) dx do ntm -1 R 
+1 
= 
f f p’(a) 51(x) us dx da, -1 R 
I 
+1 
= p’(o) da x 
-I I 
tl(x) u, dx = 0 R 
because p(1) = p( - 1). Also, we have 
lim +’ f s p’(a) <z(x) qn(X, a) dx da = 0. nTm -1 R 
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The other terms lead to 
s [aVu,V~,+u,rl/(u,)g’]d.~=O R 
and 
s [cVu,V~,+dVu,V~,-u,~(a,) 521 ds=O, R 
which is the variational formulation of (S), hence w= 9. Finally, combin- 
ing (2.12) with (2.6) yields 
k, +k2=+, i^ {u&)+t+,(.\:)) dx. 
n 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
3. REMARKS AND COMMENTS 
(a) In contrast with the case where c= 0, here if a= d = c, it is not 
immediate that lju(t)il K, dc and Ilu(t r < c. 
(b) To prove that jlv(t)ll z Qc,we used only the fact hat ~20. 
Ilu(t ix,3 and the nonnegativity of II/. Then even if u( t, X) oscillates, the 
result remains true. 
(c) The result is rue with general boundary conditions, i.e., 
cc*(x) $+8,(x)u=O on asz, 
with r,, txz, /Ii, /I2 nonnegative functions ofclass c’(Q) such that 
,:+/I:>0 and CY:+/?:>O. 
(d ) If we add -b Au (b > 0 to the left-hand si e of the first equation 
of (0.1) such that (b + c)’ <4ad, which is the condition of parabolicity of 
the system (O.l), we obtain a system for which the existence of global 
bounded solution is an open question. 
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